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Once this object is named, everything is saved; whatever he writes (this is not a question of 

performance), it will always be a vested discourse, in which the body will make its appearance 

(banality is discourse without body). In other words, what he writes proceeds from a corrected 

banality. 

       —Roland Barthes 

Amaranth Borsuk and Andy Fitch

from As We Know
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So, the plan for this project for now is to always have one prose block that moves a straight 

narrative, that skips from—that goes all the way from morning until evening, so that it’s very 

elliptical. And that mMaybe it always, it’s mostly in the past tense and then it ends up getting in the 

present tense as I talk about the night itself with morning. When we woke up, K told me her dreams. 

But I really just wanted morning to start. I myself dreamed about waking along the river. A three-

story drill has begun operating just outside Lillianna’s (Kay’s roommate’s) window. I keep pulling 

sneakers out from under the bed, but never get a match. I stretch in a sunny, long rectangle. Or 

maybe a long, sunny rectangle. It’s bright and drafty near the windows. Maybe today it’s bright and 

drafty near the windows. I put a letter to mail in the shoes I’ll later put on. (Aall of these should be 

in the past tense.). I’m starting to only like public housing projects from the 60s (and any building 

older). K needed help pronouncing words. Centenarian. Phenotype. And also had lots of questions 

about Okinawa. As I stretched my calves, my heels flattened toward their shadow. I burned my 

knuckle. (I don’t know how to explain this.) Impatient with K and Lil in the kitchen, I burned my 

knuckle pulling out toast.

Things I learned at breakfast:  

From the book on Ukiyo-e that came out of the Wooster Museum. [Will I find these sentences?] On 

the bottom of page 59, the sentence is, first that begins, “A geisha’s kimono” and then, “Eventually, 

however.” And then on the bottom of page 63, sentences that begin, “The mode of cool” and then 

“In Edo.”

Running to meet Wayne I passed somebody getting handcuffed by three undercover cops behind a 

white furniture van with Asian characters. He smiled and seemed newly vulnerable and optimistic. 

In the Grad Center cafeterias, someone sat down with three smeared chocolate chip cookies and 

his cell phone. A hip man had on amazing white mesh shoes. I stopped reading the paper, for once, 

and took in all the voices. A piece of egg from my breakfast had rolled out on the table. I felt sweaty 

under my shirt all afternoon in the library. 

I played around with apple skin until my tongue felt like leather. It’s so great to see women 

unexpectedly wearing sandals. I’ve been walking enough lately that my face looks a little skull like. 

As I ate my dinner, Edgy the cat kept knocking over the stack of books that prop my paper. He was 

scratching his chin. Whirling Iranian music played in the courtyard. I had to keep knocking Edgy’s 

paw away. He wanted to 

touch my cookie. Something I’ve recently learned: how pointless it is to postpone putting stuff 

away. Later, in the courtyard, somebody sang along to “Don’t Fall in Love With a Dreamer.” I 

declined to play my own music, out of respect for neighbors. And nNow, for some reason, I’ve 

already removed the window screen and put my blinds down. It’s nice to be back in my room after 

having been away for several nights. There’s a sparkly green gold candle that seems to be made of 

some sort of expensive wax. Maybe even organic wax. Almost entirely unused, I doubt I’ll ever 

burn it. There are prints that were hung on these walls when I first entered the room. There’s this 

one generic Brooklyn Bridge photo. An ink drawing of a rooster with “Chanticleer” inscribed in 

the background. A square in Italy with two trattorias and a skinny horse drinking from a fountain. 

I think the word for this is daguerreotype probably of someone in Laura (my roommate’s) family. 

And some sort of Campana (the Italian word) scene with the path leading up to a red-tiled estate. I 

like that eEven the light switch box—what would that be called? The light switch panel is painted 

light yellow. And I like standing in my socks, on carpet, at night. The f Floors in here creak a 

lot and I’ll probably never know what of them my neighbors hear. Lights from somebody else’s 

apartment just make it through the red sheet I’ve hung up. (I’ll probably cut that.) My thighs never 

really dried from when I stepped out of the shower to when I put on my sweatpants. My right eye is 

dry and aches. Just when I move to scratch Obie (the other cat) he sneezed right in my face.
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l, I decide the best thing to do would be to call “Hi” to my boss from across other adjunct 

professors. It’s raining out. I don’t have an umbrella. There are mMany umbrellas hanging from 

hooks in the office. It’s very hard to tell if the umbrellas have been placed there by people who mean 

to rely on them in case it rains when they work, or if they have been hung there after having been 

forgotten in the room. There is also a large violet Land’s End duffle bag, filled with smaller leather 

bags, themselves , with asticbags. I’ve morning hours, or they could be decent hours. Anyway, 

in this room, in this office I share with others, there are many items of clothing all over the place 

that may be free for the taking. And at least 20 different umbrellas, some that look very expensive 

with nice, plastic, tennis racket like grips on the handles. Hooks that Someone has, in his or her 

mailbox, just teas. Either Bigelow teas or Celestial Seasonings. There’s a plaid grey scarf that I’d 

be interested in. There’s aA stereo that could easily be taken. Many cCoffee cups with silverware 

inside of them. Some very May 1. But then, beside it, invitations to a production of As You Like It 

opening on October 15. There is a poster celebrating Fabian Socialism. I have no idea what that is. 

The address given is London, Walter Scott, 24 Warwick Lane. There is a Dickens Twist. There is 

aA photo of somebody’s cat in black and white. A copy of Mien Kampf. Endless literary handbook 

type books. A poster called “Partners in Mass Destruction” that details 120 Portfolios, Carol Weir, 

1996.” I guess I should make it clear that I found out about the job stuff at lunch, so put it sometime 

at, I need to explain that I am taking an umbrella, someone’s umbrella. It seems to me that if I left 

an umbrella somewhere and it was raining and someone took it, that would not be unreasonable. I 

am taking a rusty-handled, small black one. At the Prospect Park BQ stop, a girl in tacky red boots 

looked lively. On the B train, a strong couple in blue sweat suits entwined their legs. When the 

boy tried to French her, the girl (Nike flip flops) shoved his face. Just before we went underground, 

a woman switched cars (blessed outside air). Crossing the Manhattan Bridge on the B, I always 

stand—out of respect for architecture. The East river looked metallic maroon. Guitar licks sprang 

out (I don’t know what to say there) from the walkman beside me. Two graffiti guys snuck between 

a roof’s barbed wire fence. A chubby woman’s pants were covered with stars. She scratched lottery

tickets. When I stood, I realized I’d been sitting on Dunkin’ Donuts wrappers.

When I woke, the breeze was bulging my blinds. I enjoy watching pigeons ascend vertically in a 

courtyard. At least 20 flower pots in our courtyard (empty, except for dirt). Through the cracked 

door, I see Laura sitting beside her cats on the bed. Warm in the living room, but only because 

of occasional heat pipe spurts. Not a fully blue sky, but it hasn’t been this bright in so long. As I 

stretched, car top reflections curved across the ceiling like fan blades. As I stretched my back, Edgy 

scratched his chin against my in my    own room. I had to meditate just in underwear. Edgy had 

dragged my washcloth down to cover his litter box. All yesterday, I kept getting more excited to 

read The Life of an Amorous Woman. But the only copy I could find contains a stodgy translation. 

The word “one” comes up to much. As in the bottom of page 138: “Again, when evening comes at 

the house of assignation, one may go out on the front veranda and, if one sees some man of one’s 

acquaintance on the street, one can throw him a distant glance; thereafter one sits down casually 

and, being sure that the man does not notice, gives one’s hand to the town drum-holder who 

has accompanied him on his jaunt; one praises the crest on the drum-holder’s coat, or again his 

hairstyle, his modish fan or any other mark of elegance that may catch one’s attention.” So instead 

I picked up Rosalind Krauss’ Bachelors, I’m talking specifically about Bataille’s conception of 

déclassé. Quoting Krauss from page 5: “An action that simultaneously (1) lowers or debases objects 

by stripping them of their pretensions—in the case of words, their pretensions to meanings—and 

(2) declassifies or attacks the very condition on which meaning depends, mainly, the structural 

opposition between definite terms.” Here’s another quote from Krauss, it is on page 7: “It is not just 

some kind of haze or vagueness in the field of definition, but the impossibility of definition itself 

due to a strategy of slippage within the very logic of categories, a logic that works according to self 

identity—male, say, or female—stabilized by the opposition between self and other: male versus 

female, hard versus soft, inside versus outside, life versus death, vertical versus horizontal.” I have 

to be careful now about tossing books on Obie sitting, facing away, on the toilet seat. As I work—

continual monitoring of my nasal had no razors. So I wiped the cream off my face and came up 

with a plan to 

avoid passing       Crossing 10 minutes later than I should through Prospect Park, I got to pass some 

unleashed dogs, musing on the many meanings of the word “muzzle.” I’ve been 

carefully walk to schoo
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childhood (becoming a self-soother) trying to figure it all out, trying to  By 

4:50 I felt piercing chest pain with all of my mouth’s necessary saliva also drained into my throat’s 

phlegm (which tasted like scotch mixed with blood.) When I stepped out, the hallway floors had, 

for the first time since I moved in, been washed. They shined. The bBrown—it’s something like a 

faux marble—it shined. The mopper spoke perfectly normal English. In the park, little league teams 

in bright uniforms warmed up, or played, with everybody talking. At 6:20 grey skies suddenly 

gleamed yellow. At Grand Army Plaza, pink cherry blossoms fell in rings around black puddles. 

A fifty-ish guy on the 2, in sneakers without socks, began telling a stranger eating chips about 

his first date with his wife. They went to Colgate University, and really didn’t like it. At Nevins, 

I watched the 4 train coming in, and loved it, though it was too bright. (Ssomehow explain that 

I loved watching the train come in.). At Bowling Green, a old guy asked if the grape soda bottle 

rolling around (half-full) was mine. A teenage girl read a book called Booty Call as we cruised up 

Manhattan. As I walked doOwn Lexington, a guy spilled the top out of his deli coffee, making the 

streets smell great. So then I’ll have to explain, Designed for Pleasure, I think that’s the name of the 

show I was in. Let me see if I can find it quickly. I can’t find it. (Ffind the name of the show at the 

Asia Society.). Designed for Pleasure. I found the show’s first half, which closed last month, much 

better. So tonight I quickly went to the catalogue index to look up pornography. First I looked up 

erotica but it said “See: pornography.” How I would love to find the writings of Ryutei Tanehiko 

(Rustic Genji). Aand Tamenaga Shunsui (1790-1843, who died a year after being imprisoned for 

writing pornography). A nNote to myself: look up submission guidelines for the journal they had up 

was this: the self-evident beauty of Ukiyo-e prints often gets lost when they don’t combine pretty

clothes with architecture. Th0flat background portraits (Utamoro, and the guy, Sencho) bore me. 

The portraits bore me. Cold on the trains, clammy in the museum, K met me at 8:30 and wanted to 

go to Slice (the restaurant) for all-natural and organic pizza. We split an expert chicken whole pie. 

The description: is,  “herb crust, all- explained while we ate how in many Latin American countries 

you are really supposed to be happy at a funeral. When we got back, we opened the 1730 Pedro 

Ximenez sherry—completely undrinkable. So we tried an Austrian Grüner—just slightly better.

I love leaving an umbrella in an apartment building’s hallway, how this changes the space. After 

sending out two pieces last night, I kept dreaming of editing them. Edgy kept jamming his head 

against my leg. He jumped up and clawed my legs as I stretched, which can cause any number of 

problems and kept me tense and expectant. This morning, one JFK flight pattern seems directly 

overhead. Prospect Park’s already turning from green to gold. Often, when I look down, my glasses 

slide off my nose and I catch them. Laura’s installed screens in the living room windows. Always 

during my morning stretch at home, TV voices next door who sound in love. Grey mist stirred 

with traffic sounds and bird calls. Laura’s boyfriend slept over. He takes forever in the bathroom 

(shaving worked on Friday. This was the Rosalind Krauss. (I’ll have to figure out how to fit it in.): 

“It was not the relatively superficial type of blurring… rather it was the deep categorical blurring 

involving a transgression of boundaries that I was prepared for and that I found in stunning 

abundance.” Rosalind Krauss was prepared for that. , and I like being prepared for that as well: 

“The structural passivity that is so important to this conception of writing participates in the 

conceptual blurring common to the rest of surrealist practice in that it breaks down the difference 

between those formerly positioned opposites—author and reader—and thus between the inside and 

the outside of the text. Thus Hollier concludes: ‘They are, both author and reader, on the same side 

of the events, on the same side of the page. The one who writes has no privilege, no advance, over 

the one who reads. He doesn’t know any more about it than the other.’” (Those are from pages 13 

and 15 from the Krauss book.) For many years, I have divided my work, creative and critical, into 

separate morning/night routines. I never thought I could work on the same piece twice in one day. 

But over the last several weeks, I’ve had to do this with my dissertation. And iIt took an entirely 

new coordination. Like—I forgot what this is called. Tthere is some ball game, with a silver ball, 

like a marble, where you constantly tilt the panel’s face—whatever that would be called, the board? 

Where you constantly tilt the porous surface (or the surface with holes) backwards and forwards,

left and right, using both hands simultaneously. Writing the same thing twice a day creates that 

feeling. Now I feel competent and like that I can do something new. My nasal drip mostly stopped, 

except congested. Even while typing dissertation ideas, I was pouring over recent conversations 

concerning my 
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flipped over the piece of paper I’m writing on and read K’s self-assessment report aloud.  som  

  “I would give myself an A-/B+ on the video. I touched my hair A LOT! I never knew 

that I touch my hair so much. But I felt myself doing it during the taping. I think it must have been 

due to nervousness.” Heading to Whole Foods, I called Stephen and asked him to bring me some old 

New York Times. On one corner, a suitcase with books and clothes laid wide open. In Whole Foods, 

a large man with a red crew cut pondering Rain Forest Crisps. For dinner, a chicken chile verde 

burrito, a Balthazar kalamata olive roll, mixed greens, a sugar-free spelt currant scone, and a 365 

brand Italian sparkling mineral water. As I paid for dinner, 26 cents fell in my lettuce. I had to go 

get a new one. As I waited at the table for K and Stephen, a WF worker swore in Spanish, hung up 

on somebody, began to cry and called back. No toilet paper to blow my nose with. A voice from the 

other stall said, “None here either.” As we talked with Stephen, my congestion tripled and I couldn’t 

help blaming the Sudafed. I waited for Kristen in the cereal/fruit juice aisle, because it wasn’t as 

cold there. On the F platform, Kristen said that my hair has begun thinning really fast. I’m staring at 

it now, looking into Kristen’s bathroom mirror, noticing how white and purple combined make my 

skin glow yellow. I cannot continue to walk down the streetwearing a backpack and taking notes. 

I don’t think I’ll be able to sleep tonight as a result. Things K and I are splitting for Monday: one 

conventional avocado, one chocolate walnut brownie.

Reading Rosalind Krauss on Susan Suleiman on Marguerite Duras’ The Ravishing of Lol V. Stein. 

“And this lack of knowledge, which is to say this lack of authority about the giving of both the 

story’s details and its meaning, is intended to function, Suleiman goes on to say, as the thematic 

mirror for what Duras wants at the level of form—specifically, a type of writing she will also 

characterize as feminine, a writing that is hesitant, uncertain, full of silences.”

These notes I wrote waiting at dinner: 

1. Email Justin—get DL’s email. See about readings in Berlin.

2. Find note in which Jeff Alred suggested journals—email it to myself.

ail Christina—ask what happens to my fellowship once I deposit my dissertation.

As I left Kristen sleeping I spotted one foot in a sock hooked around a pillow. Lots of recent emails 

from a Christian singles agency. Outside, pPeople still wore dark, bulky clothing. When K got up, 

I felt her warm ribs. She turned off one of the fans we sleep with, but forgot the other. Right when 

Stefan (visiting Lil from Germany) came out, my voice crashed. Kristen asked if I had my glasses 

on, then pointed at all the dandruff on my pillow. When I raised Kristen’s blinds, there were full 

bright branches. As I headed to the living room to get online, I heard Lil and Stefan playing a 

German newscast on the computer and decided to pretend I’d come out for blank paper. When I 

closed my eyes, and bowed to meditate, I saw all of these green triangles. I never know what to do 

with a humongous carrot. (Just peel half?) Just as I salted and peppered my eggs, K asked about 

advanced directives (plans in case you fall into a coma). An acidic breakfast kiwi. Rubbing blue 

cheese inside my mouth barely helped. So quickly: I reached for something in my bag which spilled 

a stack of books across the carpet. Later I needed Kleenex and getting up stepped inside a book and 

slipped, etc.

An eExample of the notes I wrote today:

--Kay smelled her bra and asked if I had anything to throw in the laundry.

--Around 1:00, I took a non-drowsy Sudafed and kept waiting for it to make me hyper. 

--As I made my lunch, Lil and Stefan were still listening to German newscasts. I realized I could 

always listen to German newscasts.

--By the fourth time I filled this morning’s Gerolsteiner bottle, I felt its plastic poisoning me.

—A sSentence opener I always hate: “The American Heritage Dictionary defines…”

Heading to the Grad Center, K pointed out all the pink stuff on the back of my pants, which had 

probably been there for weeks. There were rRain drops hanging as we walked. Beads of rain hung., 

and wWe walked through them. At West Broadway and Prince, K called me cold, then said my nose 

was bleeding. Still on West Broadway, just below 14th, tiny yellow asters filled the plots. In mist, me 

fake pulling my arm away from K and a girl getting it all and laughing. On the walk down Third 

Ave., as we got stopped at a corner, I 
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Woke twice with little snores coming out after dreaming about baking rolls. About 9:00 AM, I 

woke choking and hadn’t taken a Sudafed since 10:00 PM. Someone came out as I stretched, but 

without my glasses on I couldn’t see. I pushed K to take a Vitamin C pill. I’d cough, and hear 

phlegm fall on papers, but couldn’t find it. (Mmention early in my April 30 entry, that Jon had been 

over on Monday night sneezing and coughing.). At 11:30, K complained, Vitamin C pills make her 

constipated. My balance one percent off, I bumped into the half-opened door and spilled water all 

over the place. For hours as I worked, I sensed K behind me, trying to figure out a perfect flight 

to Berlin. (Eeventually she stepped out to place phone calls.). The computer I use at Kristen’s has 

been making a repetitive, digital clicking so I turned on the fan which I realize wastes electricity. 

I kept trying to remember not to throw tissues in the toilet since that just creates a need for more 

sewage treatment. Remember to mention this on the entry from May 2: the guy from Colgate had 

really long fingernails. Maybe also mention that it made me realize mine were long. A professor 

wrote back, deeply offended by my recent email. My first thought was that K will like looking over 

a draft of my response. As I open the bedroom door on the sunny hall, I heard Harley Davidsons 

roll away. I’ve been drinking about 2 gallons of water a day, trying to stay hydrated on this Sudafed. 

I’m worried about losing my voice before Friday’s—I don’t know what to call it—literary recording. 

I vow to only take a Sudafed when 4 hours have passed, or when I really feel I need one whichever 

comes later. Walking past Kristen, I often scratched her and kissed her head.

It turns out Kristen and my mom will be flying to Berlin together on July 10. On the J train (these 

are obviously out of order) at sunset with the skyline behind us. My mustard chicken dinner 

contained so little chicken—just a leg—I had gas walking home from hunger. At dinner, arguing 

with the person seated beside, but doing it by talking to the person across. On our walk home, so 

pleasant to pass Jade Travel Agency and a beauty contest poster. Now I’m looking at the room 

reflected in the black courtyard window, where the bookshelves look built into the wall and K looks 

totally immersed in life.
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a stool. I stepped on a iron temporary street cover just as a car crossed it—back pain. A woman 

stood and stared at me outside a hats/sunglasses stand. A chunky red head (3-feet tall) swung her 

purse. A high-school boy in just a white t-shirt blushed. A cop parked beside a bus stop sign placed 

a call while sitting on his trunk (my ears started ringing). A thin woman in blue Saucony running 

shoes quietly shook a Styrofoam ice cream cup full of change. A woman exploring how to use her 

digital camera accidentally photographed the sidewalk. New Jersey’s sky had many different layers 

of dull yellow clouds. One homeless couple had a well-trained cat sitting in a black and blue striped 

sweater. A woman with an eye patch looked dignified, and Swedish. As I sat oOn the 3 train, I 

placed myself off to the seat’s side, so as not to immediately bump a woman, then gradually settled 

in. Most passengers younger than me slept (or closed their eyes at least). Many passengers had colds 

and were really moving fluids. A Hassidic guy stepped on at Park Place and asked, Is this the train 

to Brooklyn? He carried a truncated light blue wire rack with a volume dial. Sunday Times report 

(2 weeks old but I’m just getting to it).: “In Ohio, Holly Levitsky is replacing the Lucky Charms 

cereal in her kitchen with Millville Marshmallow and Stars, a less expensive store brand. In New 

Hampshire, George Goulet is no longer booking hotel rooms at the Hilton, favoring the lower cost 

Hampton Inn. And in Michigan, Jennifer Olden, is buying Gain laundry detergent instead of full-

priced Tide.” On the walk from Grand Army I passed glowing co-op workers walking customers 

home. I sat waiting for Laura on the bench outside Dixon’s bicycle shop—which I shared with 

garbage bags. For two minutes in the co-op, I forgot that I never push my cart around. I just leave it 

by the tempeh. I flipped out because Laura’s got a car and we can carry all these groceries. (I’ll have 

to figure out how to say that.) I can barely move my cart for the guy who wants to pull a box of Mrs. 

T’s Potato and Onion Pierogis from the freezer. As I pass them in line I grab Wyman’s frozen fresh 

wild blueberries. And I also grab Omega Food’s wild salmon burgers. The grey woman just ahead 

has a small, expensive hearing aid. She pulls out a copy of The Nation. The woman behind me is 

buying a Gaiam balance ball beginner’s kit. To my right a woman pats her freshly ground coffee 

bag. I think the scariest English word is quorn. I call Laura’s cell phone and ask her to come meet 

me because we’re next in line. That’s how the entry will end.

Alright, I want to briefly—I’ve got a new plan which is that I’m going to end the section’s entries 

as if it’s at 10PM. So tThey should always end in the present tense at 10:00 PM wherever they are. 

They should not be so retrospective that I only talk about them when I get home. I just mean in 

the fictive sense I have to at least make it seem as if they are always ending exactly at 10:00 PM,

wherever I am at 10:00 PM, so there’s variety in how they end. And tThey should end in the present 

tense, they should move from the past tense to the present and it will be a good contrast. It’s fine for 

there to be a lot of retrospective stuff, descriptions of what happened during the day in this portion

where I’m doing the night time entries. And tThen the morning sections can be just immediate 

impressions, so there will be that contrast in them. 

I woke with a nose filled with bloody boogers. The sSunny windows started clicking at 8:30. I took 

out my dad’s old white noise machine to try next time I’m at Kristen’s. It was depressing to see all 

the Sudafed boxes, Kleenex, and mugs. As I stretched (without my glasses) I saw the Whole Foods 

sign had gone in across Greenwich. This new building leaves just one bright blue triangle in the 

window. The West Indian strikers stopped early today (they’ve been at it three months). At 11:15 

Kristen asked if I was hot. I think she felt feverish. Around 12:00, I realized it is, in fact, hotter 

on Kristen’s side of the room. The bBathroom sink handles cast watery reflections. I’m starting 

to remember how I edit best: changing a lot of things a little bit every day. Because I was tired, I 

noticed the arrangement of toiletries all around the sink like seashells. As we worked, K couldn’t 

help stop coaching herself, saying things like “Alright.” I typed in edits, all set to switch to the 

computer with internet access whenever K washed her dishes. K asked me how much she paid 

for her plane ticket. Judging from her face I guessed, “$1150?” “$1167,” but she wasn’t impressed. 

All afternoon as I worked, K kept putting things away. She also started hacking. Finally she came 

and kissed my head with bright lipstick on. At 7:15, K’s left elevator vent smelled like sausage. A 

jogger got on at the second floor, sniffling. She picked up the napkin someone left behind. A strong 

Russian guy smoked pot leaning/bouncing on a fire hydrant. A bike deliverer, wrapped an extra 

thick chain around his shoulders like a scarf. A Clover Farms Dairy milk crate sat on its side, like 


